Tooth Whitening

Beautiful white smile
in just one hour.
Made in Germany

Why should you whiten your teeth?
Show off your teeth – with a radiant, confident smile. White teeth
give you a healthy, well-groomed, and attractive appearance.
They boost your self-confidence and can open up new private
and professional opportunities.
That’s why more and more people are choosing to whiten their
teeth. However, truly impressive results can be achieved only
with professional tooth whitening by your dentist – for longlasting white teeth that look both healthy and natural.

Healthy, natural, and attractive
fläsh tooth whitening is proven to be safe and effective.
Numerous studies have confirmed that tooth whitening
is safe for teeth and gums. Hydrogen peroxide has been
used for reliable light-activated tooth whitening for decades.
The effect is scientifically proven, gentle on enamel and,
if cared for properly, very long-lasting. Enjoy the benefits
of a stunning smile every single day.

Our practice team is here to help and
will determine your current tooth color.

It’s even easier now to get
a brilliant smile
Get a youthful, beautiful smile right in the practice. The once brilliant
appearance of your teeth is restored in just one session. Prior to
treatment, we examine the teeth to ensure there are no caries or
other problems. Since the teeth must be free from plaque, we usually
also carry out professional tooth cleaning.
Then for tooth whitening, we cover the gums and apply several layers
of the whitening gel to the teeth. fläsh tooth whitening works using
light activation and is gentle to the enamel.
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Combine dental treatment
and tooth whitening
During dental treatment, your dentist restores the function and
appearance of your natural teeth. With today’s new materials,
it is almost impossible to distinguish a dental restoration from
natural teeth.
The tooth color plays a key role in the visual and esthetic outcome.
This is why you get the best results when tooth whitening is included
in an overall treatment plan. Ask your dentist for more details.

Dental treatment and tooth whitening:
a great combination!
Tooth whitening before dental restoration

To create a tooth-colored restoration, your dentist reconstructs your natural teeth, for example with
fillings, inlays, crowns, or implants. The color of the dental restoration cannot be changed later.
This is why the teeth should first be whitened and the restoration then produced to match.
For a radiant smile and an attractive overall look.

Tooth whitening after orthodontic treatment

Orthodontic treatment for adults helps to ensure the proper function and alignment of
your teeth. fläsh tooth whitening at the end of the treatment restores your youthful,
bright tooth color in just 1 hour. The perfect conclusion to a successful treatment.

Single tooth whitening

Individual discolored teeth can impair the overall impact of your smile as
well as your dental health. fläsh can also be used to whiten individual teeth.

Discover your new
digital smile NOW!
Find out immediately how you would look with your new
smile! With the fläsh tooth whitening app, you can see
the results even before the treatment.
The app simulates whitening using either new
photos or photos from your smart phone gallery.
The teeth are registered precisely and simply
Adjustable brightness simulation
Automatic detection of the light conditions
Save photos
Comparison of before and after
Share your photos via e-mail, Facebook or Twitter

Get the free fläsh app and your
digital smile now!
For Android and iPhone in the Google Play store
and iTunes store.

Get a brilliant white smile here:
Ask our practice team about fast
and easy tooth whitening with fläsh.

To keep your new smile white, we recommend
fläsh. Whitening Toothpaste

Zahnaufhellung

WHITEsmile GmbH
Weinheimer Straße 6
69488 Birkenau
Germany

All WHITEsmile bleaching products are particular
for professional applications and are disposed
and dispensed only by dentists.
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